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about
Let me introduce myself! My name is Amber Strong and I am a DIY and
budget-friendly Home Decor influencer. My blog, The Makers Map, is
designed to bring my audience everything from crafting, DIY's,
decorating on a budget, interior design, to all things home related with
a personal touch from me.

With experience in furniture flipping and building, home remodeling,
and DIY decor on a budget, my audience trusts me as an expert in all
things home design and decor!

Press + partnerships
Real Homes Magazine
MSN
Hometalk
Redfin
Cottages & Bungalows
Savannah Morning News

info@themakersmap.com
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www.themakersmap.com
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912.441.0377

collaboration opportunities
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LET'S WORK TOGETHER
Have a collaboration in mind? Let's do it! Contact me to brainstorm your ideas today. I
currently am not an exclusive partner for any particular brands. I am open to all
partnerships and sponsored campaigns.

Social promotion

Sponsored Post

price depends on scope

starting at $1000 per post

Do you want your brand or product
promoted by me on one or multiple
social platforms? Send me an email!

With over 400K monthly page views, my
blog is the perfect advertising space for
your brand or product!

I offer social promotions on Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest, Youtube, and
Tiktok.

Your sponsored post would also be sent
to my 15K email subscribers with a
personal message from me!

No matter which platforms you pick, I
have a large engaging audience to share
your brand or product with!

As well as pushed out to all my social
platforms for my audience to see.

Product Review

Custom

starting at $1000 plus product

price depends on scope

I am always sharing my experiences
using different products with my avid
followers.
As a prominent influencer in the DIY and
home living community, my
recommendations and reviews of your
product can significantly benefit your
brand! My audience trusts my reviews
and recommendations and shops the
brands I partner with.
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Have something else in mind?
Reach out to me and we can create a
custom partnership to meet your needs!

www.themakersmap.com

|

912.441.0377

